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Abstract

Regular and stochastic behaviour in single particle orbits in static magnetic reversals have wide application in laboratory and
astrophysical plasmas and have been studied extensively. In a simple magnetic reversal of the formB = B0(f (z), 0, b1) with
an odd functionf (z) providing the reversing field component and a constantb1 providing linking field component, the system
has three degrees of freedom but only two global (exact) constants of the motion, namely the energy,h, and the canonical
momentum in they-axis,Py . Hence, the system is non-integrable and the particle motion can, under certain conditions, exhibit
chaotic behaviour. Here we consider the dynamics when a constant shear field,b2, is added so thatB = B0(f (z), b2, b1). In
this case, the form of the potential changes from quadratic to velocity dependent. We use numerically integrated trajectories
to show that the effect of the shear field is to break the symmetry of the system so that the topology of the invariant tori of
regular orbits is changed. This has several important consequences: (1) the change in topology cannot be transformed away in
the case ofb2 6= 0 and hence the system cannot be transformed back to the more easily understood shear free case (b2 = 0);
(2) invariant tori take the form of nested Moebius strips in the presence of the shear field. The route to chaos is via bifurcation
(period doubling) of the Moebius strip tori. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Considerable literature exists concerning single-particle dynamics in static magnetic reversals where a shear field
is absent, particularly for application to the Earth’s geotail, e.g. [3,8,15] (and references therein). Recently, time
dependence has been included, e.g. [5]. Magnetic models of the formB = B(f (z), 0, b1) which have no shear
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component have the advantage that a Hamiltonian with a quadratic potential exists to describe the dynamics, hence
their attraction as an approach to astrophysical problems of interest.

However, observations suggest that a shear field is present in the Earth’s geotail, e.g. [13] and bow shock, e.g
[9]. The presence of a shear field is also important in magnetic reversals in solar flares, e.g. [12]. This has prompted
more recent studies for specific field models; these are indicative that energization and scattering of particles in
static reversals is fundamentally different in the presence of a shear field, see e.g. [1,4,11,16]. In this paper, we
show how the underlying dynamics in a magnetic reversal with shear component differs from that with zero shear.
Although the same exact invariants, and the same number of adiabatic invariants [6] can be shown to exist as in the
shear free field case, the Hamiltonian takes a distinctively different form. The dynamics is also characterized by
examining numerically integrated trajectories in three-dimensional space as well as by judicious choice of Poincare
surfaces of section.

2. System of equations

We will first summarize the properties of single particle motion in a simple magnetic reversal with generalz
dependence and shear, which is of the form:

B = B0(f (z), b2, b1), (1)

wherez = Z/L is normalized to a convenient length scale of the systemL. This simple model has application in
astrophysical plasmas as any convective electric field,E, such thatE = −uT ×B can be included with a de Hoffman
Teller frame transformation with velocityuT. Here, we will work in the frame where the electric field is zero. In
terms of ideal MHD, whereE + u ∧ B = 0 andu is the bulk plasma flow velocity, this is equivalent to moving in
the rest frame of the plasma. It is equivalent to the Lorentz transformation of the fieldsE′ = E + v ∧B, with E′ = 0
[2,10]. One can obtain the vector potential,A, from:

B = ∇∇∇ × A (2)

a solution of which is

A = B0(−αz, b1x − F(z), −βx), (3)

whereβ − α = b2, andF(z) = ∫
f (z)dz. The Hamiltonian is then

H = 1

2m
(P − qA)2 (4)

with q andm being the charge and the mass of the particle, respectively. Hamiltons equations are then:

dx

dτ
= px + αz, (5)

dy

dτ
= py + F(z) − b1x, (6)

dz

dτ
= pz + βx, (7)

dpx

dτ
= −β(pz + βx) + b1(py + F(z) − b1x), (8)
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dpy

dτ
= 0, (9)

dpz

dτ
= −α(px + αz) − f (z)(py + F(z) − b1x), (10)

where time has been normalized toτ = t�0 with �0 = qB0/m, and the canonical momenta top = P/qB0. py is a
constant of the motion and we can take it to be equal to zero without loss of generality. Thus, the Hamiltonian takes
the form

H = 1

2
(px + αz)2 + 1

2
(pz + βx)2 + 1

2
(F (z) − b1x)2. (11)

A further constant appears when we substitute Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (8) and integrate over time. This integration
constant is related topx , y andz through

I = px − b1y + βz. (12)

The Poisson bracket ofpy andI is [py, I ] = −b1 and thus the two constants are in involution only whenb1 = 0
in which caseI is the third global invariant and the equations of motion can be solved exactly. However, islands of
periodic or quasi-periodic orbits can exist even in the non-integrable system whenb1 is not equal to zero. A local
constant of the motion must exist in these regions to decouple thex andzmotion. In the special case whereb2 = 0,
[3] identified this constant as

J =
∮

ż dz (13)

where the integration is over az-period. In this caseα = β = 0 and the potential takes a quadratic form. The
equations of motion remain unchanged under the transformationz → −z and ż → −ż. This symmetry appears
geometrically, in that the Poincaré surface of section plots constructed for thez = 0 section are identical for the
particles going up (̇z > 0) and the particles going down (ż < 0). In addition, whenb2 = 0, there is an integrable
orbit on thez = 0 plane, defined by dz/dτ = 0 for arbitraryb1 andF(z = 0) = 0. There is no corresponding orbit
whenb2 is finite. This suggests that it is not possible to use a transformation to reduce the system back to a shear
free problem. Using a multiple timescale perturbation technique, [6] examined the case of a finiteb2 component.
An invariant equivalent to Eq. (13) was found and shown to be an approximate constant of the motion, hence regular
KAM surfaces still exist in theb2 6= 0 system.

The full set of Eqs. (5)–(10) can only be solved numerically; hence we investigate the dynamics in theb2 6= 0
system by numerical integration of the equations of motion in six-dimensional (x, y, z, vx, vy, vz) phase space. The
original six-dimensional system can be reduced to four-dimensions by means of its Hamiltonian properties and
the isolating integral,py , to give Eq. (11). It is then noted thatH = H(x, z, px, pz), so that an orbit defined by
H = const will require at most three-dimensions to characterize its dynamics geometrically. We therefore rely on
(i) the existence of KAM surfaces and (ii) visualization in three dimensions to examine the dynamics numerically.
The latter has required the use of Virtual Reality to obtain a fully three-dimensional display of the trajectories in
configuration (x, y, x or equivalently,x, vx, z) space. Here, we show perspective plots of views of the trajectories
in three-dimensions.

3. Numerically integrated orbits

In the numerical treatment of the system, a simple model for the field reversal was used

f (z) = tanh(z). (14)
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All particles are in thez = 0 plane att = 0. There are then three classes of particle orbits (see, e.g. the review
by [8]): transient trajectories that transit the reversal once (See Fig. 1(b)), stochastic trajectories (See Fig. 1(c)) that
after entry interact with the reversal many times but will ultimately exit the reversal and regular trajectories (See
Fig. 1(a)) that remain on KAM surfaces and are trapped indefinitely within the reversal. Hence Eq. (14) has the
property that all orbits will at sufficiently larget leave the reversal unless they are regular – allowing regular orbits
to be identified numerically.

The numerical integration of the studied orbits inx, y, z, vx, vy, vz space was performed using an adaptive time
step, adaptive order, Adams method [7,14].

The trajectories shown were initiated withy = z = 0. Phase space could then be explored by varyingx to obtain
different trajectories in phase space for a given field configuration (b1, b2). The initialvx was chosen to be zero so
that the trajectory was initiated on thex-axis andvy was obtained from Eq. (6) for a givenx, so that all orbits have
the samepy = 0. To complete the set of initial conditions,vz was obtained from Eqs. (7) and (11), given a fixed
total energy,H.

It is useful to relate each of the trajectories in Fig. 1(a–c) in terms of the corresponding surface of section (SOS)
plot in Fig. 1(d). The plot shows thėx, x, coordinates of the trajectories as they intersect thez = 0 plane. The initial
vx, vy andvz are chosen such that the velocity space (which is constrained to the surface of a sphere by the energy
h) is sampled at regular intervals on the SOS plot. Trajectory (a) then corresponds to the stable orbit at the centre
of the nested KAM tori atx = 0.725. Trajectory (c) intersects the SOS atx = 0.36, in a region characterized by
stochastic trajectories. Trajectory (b) is also stochastic but exits the region in which the field varies (z ≤ 1) after
a single crossing of the SOS. Trajectories of this kind are “transient” and correspond to the empty regions in the
SOS plot; we distinguish these regions by plotting intersections of thez = 0 plane on the SOS after several tens
of gyroperiods from the start of the trajectory have elapsed, at which time transient orbits have ceased to intersect
z = 0 (see [8]).

4. Bifurcation sequence

The principal effect of finiteb2, is that, unlike theb2 = 0 system, for certain values ofb2 regular orbits are absent
[6]. Here we characterize the transition between these regions of global chaos and regions exhibiting regular orbits
by the topology of the corresponding 3D trajectories. We start with the limiting case of a largeb2. In theb2 → ∞
limit, the system is integrable and the dominating trajectory is simply the circular motion around the strongb2 field
aligned with they-axis, see Fig. 2(a). The view of the same trajectory along thex-axis, Fig. 2(b), reveals the effect of
thex andzcomponents of the magnetic field, which are distorting the circular orbit. In this projection, it is observed
that the distortion is in the shape of the figure of eight. In Fig. 2(c) the corresponding SOS plot is shown. At large
b2, phase space is dominated by simple KAM surfaces. As the value ofb2 is reduced, the distortion of the central
orbit increases and atb2 ≈ 0.188, the system bifurcates. This is shown in Fig. 3, which is a zoom of the SOS in the
region of the period 2 orbit at the centre of the nested KAM tori. From the SOS, we see that asb2 is decreased by
1 part in 102, the innermost KAM tori bifurcate successively. The first bifurcation can only be resolved adequately
on SOS plots. Through repeated bifurcations, the system enters a chaotic interval inb2 for which no stable periodic
orbits are found as shown in the SOS plot in Fig. 4. In three-dimensions, we can isolate the central periodic orbit and
numerically identify three successive bifurcations. These are shown in Fig. 5. The position of the central orbit for
the sequence as a function ofb2 is shown in Fig. 6. Figs. 5(d) and (c) then correspond to the central KAM surface
(periodic orbit) in SOS; Figs. 3(d) and (c), respectively.

In the interval of approximately 0.178 ≤ b2 ≤ 0.007, no stable periodic orbits are found in the system. An
example for one value ofb2 is shown in Fig. 4; an SOS plot demonstrating the absence of regular trajectories for
this interval.
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Fig. 3. SOS forBy values near the observed bifurcation. It is observed that the KAM surfaces bifurcate in moving fromb2 = 0.189 tob2 = 0.188.
The trajectories shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d) correspond to the central KAM surface (i.e. the periodic orbit corresponding to stable fixed points in
thex, vx plane) in (c) and (d) above: (a)b2 = 0.186; (b)b2 = 0.187; (c)b2 = 0.188; (d)b2 = 0.189.
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Fig. 3. (Continued).
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Fig. 4. SOS plot forb2 = 0.15 demonstrating the absence of regular trajectories.

At b2 ≈ 0.007, a period 2 stable orbit then appears as a figure of eight trajectory, this is shown in Fig. 7. It
should be noted that the effect of the smallb2 is to introduce a displacement along thex-axis between the two points
where the orbits intersects thez = 0 plane. In the limit of vanishingb2 the separation vanishes and the topology of
the original figure of eight, see Fig. 1(a), is recovered. The stability of this type of orbit under smallb2 perturbations
has been extensively discussed in [6].

5. Topology of KAM tori

In the previous section, period 2 orbits that are the centres of nested KAM surfaces on the SOS plots were
discussed. When moving slightly away from these centers, by varyingx, the orbits will be confined to KAM
surfaces (tori in 3D). The trajectory shown in Fig. 8 is initiated atx = 0.536481 and corresponds to one of the
KAM surfaces that are encompassing the bifurcated islands in Fig. 3(c) (only crossings of thez = 0 plane in one
direction is used in the production of the SOS plots). The trajectory defines a surface in the shape of a Moebius strip.
On closer inspection of the strip, it is found that the surface is a twisted and squashed torus (the SOS plots in Fig.
3 were indeed produced using a higher resolution ofvx coordinate to resolve the KAM surfaces corresponding to
the squashed torus). The handedness of the strip is determined by the direction of the shear field and the squashing
of one of the dimensions of the 3D-torus appear to be essential features of the imposed symmetry breaking; adding
ab2 component of opposite sign to the field will produce a Moebius strip of the opposite handedness.

The bifurcated Moebius strip shown in Fig. 9, and the corresponding detail, Fig. 9(b), forx = 0.589 corresponds
to the two KAM surfaces around each of the islands in Fig. 3(c).
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Fig. 6. The location of the central orbits at thexy-crossing as a function ofb2. The bifurcation atb2 ≈ 0.188 is the first in a series of bifurcations
leading to chaos. It should be noted that successive bifurcations occur in1x (marked with “∗” ), and1vx (marked with “0” ). No stable periodic
orbits are found in the region betweenb2 ≈ 0.175 andb2 ≈ 0.007.

Fig. 7. The figure of eight orbit in three-dimensional configuration space is shown forb2 = 0.007. The separation of the trajectory at thexy
crossing is caused by the small symmetry breakingb2 component.
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6. Conclusion

By using 3D graphics in combination with SOS plots the phase space properties of a magnetic field reversal
have been explored. The topological connection between the orbits in the integrable limit of large shear field and
the periodic orbits nearb2 = 0 has been established. The bifurcation sequence leading to chaos for intermediate
strengths of the shear field has been identified. Furthermore, plots of KAM tori in 3D are used to reveal the symmetry
breaking features of the added shear field as a handedness of twisted phase space tori.

The interplay of 3D trajectories and SOS plots have played an instrumental role in the present effort to understand
the properties of the studied system. It is thus obvious that the 3D trajectories together with the corresponding SOS
plots constitutes a valuable tool in the exploration of phase space and corresponding topological structures. It should
be noted that the topological features presented here were discovered initially by means of a semi-immersive Virtual
Reality implementation of the 3D plotting algorithm.
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